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Introduction
Every back-office process has been forced to adjust to the COVID-19 global pandemic–especially 
Accounts Payable (AP), which plays a critical role in ensuring organizational financial wellbeing� 
It’s widely acknowledged that manual AP leads to a slower process, lost documents, fewer 
discounts, and poor supplier relationships� However, the past year has shown other weaknesses 
as well: because of the pandemic, this model is not just dated and costly but also puts the health 
and safety of employees in danger�

Organizations with manual processes must consider sending their AP departments into the office 
to ensure business as usual versus coming up with a new, ad-hoc process that can be managed 
remotely� Many were caught flat-footed, but others that manage their AP via automation software 
were able to ensure business continuity without skipping a beat� Not only does this software 
automate many of the low-value, tactical tasks of invoicing, but it also facilitates remote work� So, 
as long as employees have internet access, AP is able to operate seamlessly�

Choosing a tool after careful evaluation of the available software ensures organizations see 
benefits during and after the pandemic� But research shows that many companies only consider 
one or two solutions, which fails to consider the advantages different providers offer� While 
they all aim to automate the same process, providers have different focuses, which makes them 
suitable for different companies� But with so many options that pitch similar services, it can be 
tough to determine what to look for in a tool and find a match� This report walks organizations 
through the process of examining their AP function, assessing available options for software, and 
presenting a buyer’s guide to companies considering automation�
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Executive Summary
Primary Takeaways

AP has modernized over the past year: The invoicing process has modernized a great deal 
from 2020 to 2021� The metrics Levvel Research uses to track technological advances in 
AP point to a more modern, efficient  payables function� The methods organizations use to 
image and route purchasing documents have shifted, so now a majority of them use software 
in these processes� Additionally, a larger share use third-party plugin tools, as opposed to 
a homegrown or ERP-based software, which half of respondent organizations moved away 
from before adopting their current tool� Roughly 80% of respondent organizations in last 
year’s Payables survey expressed interest in a third-party, cloud-based AP tool, and it appears 
that many implemented such a software� 

Levvel Research speculates that the COVID-19 pandemic may have boosted existing 
modernization trends� Across surveys in procurement, payables, and expense management, 
close to half of respondent organizations indicated that the pandemic has made automation 
more appealing� Additionally, data indicates that invoice volume was largely unaffected by 
the pandemic� Almost 80% of organizations have employees working remotely, which might 
have caused companies to turn to software to maintain the invoicing process� It seems likely 
that this push to modernize AP will increase competition amongst software providers, who 
are dealing with a wave of companies looking to automate and will need to stand out from 
other vendors�

AP software may have to do more in the future: The core features of an AP automation 
solution have been firmly established since the tools gained mainstream adoption� But 
as adoption continues to increase, it’s likely that the capabilities of software will expand� 
Procure-to-Pay and Source-to-Settle solutions have existed for some time now, but they are 
mainly utilized by enterprise-sized organizations (organizations with above $1B in annual 
revenue), leaving SMEs (less than $50M in annual revenue) and mid-markets ($50M-$1B in 
annual revenue) to either maintain manual structures for some processes or use individual 
best-of-breed tools to manage each step along the way� This can create confusion around 
which software manages which steps and creates scenarios where related information 
is disparate and inconsistent across platforms� Additionally, Levvel Research shows that 
back-office finance employees have more tasks than just invoicing: many also handle AR, 
supplier qualification and relationship management, and inventory management� As vendors 
increasingly seek to differentiate themselves from their competitors, they will need to ask 
themselves what other back-office processes can be automated�

Executive Summary
Primary Takeaways
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Executive Summary
Data Summary

Data Summary

For this report, Levvel Research surveyed over 300 professionals involved in or with knowledge 
of their organization’s payables process� The study consists of respondents at all seniority levels 
and organizations of all sizes and industries� Sample sizes vary across this report, due to logic 
that dictated which questions respondents were asked�
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Payables Across Organizations
AP Employee Jobs

Before examining what automation software does, it’s important to consider the jobs AP 
employees are responsible for� Levvel Research shows that beyond invoicing, many also handle 
AR, inventory management, processing expense reports, supplier relationship tasks, and goods 
receipt (Figure 1)�

Payables Across Organizations
AP Employee Jobs

Figure 1
AP Employee Tasks
“Which of the following tasks are your AP employees responsible for?” n=309

Payables Survey, Levvel Research 2021

Processing invoices

Sending payment to suppliers

Processing expense reports

Processing accounts receivable

Reconciliation

Creating purchase orders

Managing early payment discounts

Maintaining vendor master

Monitoring supplier compliance

Qualifying and assessing suppliers

Inventory management

Negociating with suppliers

Receiving goods

77%

64%

57%

54%

47%

46%

45%

40%

32%

32%

29%

28%

26%

Many of these jobs fall outside the reach of traditional AP software, especially more dated 
homegrown and ERP-based software� Additionally, as more companies automate those core AP 
functions, AP employees are asked to take on more strategic jobs such as supplier qualification, 
negotiation, and compliance tracking� This doesn’t mean invoicing software providers must also 
handle these tasks, but software should provide reporting and data to assist and be able to 
integrate with tools designed specifically for these jobs�
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Invoice Format

How organizations receive their invoices is highly indicative of how automated they are� While it’s 
largely the choice of the supplier, companies must be aware of the effect it has on them� Invoice 
receipt method has a large impact on the overall performance of AP departments: it influences 
invoice cycle time, exception rate, cost per invoice, and discount capture� Figure 2 below shows 
the most prevalent receipt methods among respondent organizations�

Payables Across Organizations
Invoice Format

Email

Paper

Web Upload/Supplier Portal

EDI/XML

Fax

40%

8%

9%

18%

26%

Figure 2
Invoice Receipt Method
“Please allocate 100 percentage points to indicate the methods in which your organization
receives invoices.” n=309”

Payables Survey, Levvel Research 2021

Each method comes with a set of advantages and disadvantages� Paper is the most dated of the 
options, as it entails the supplier sending the invoice via mail or fax� Both of these slow down 
the process and make dealing with errors difficult and tedious� Paper invoices are also the most 
costly of all of the methods� An AP tool with Optical Character Recognition (OCR) does a good 
job of imaging and digitizing invoices, but some labor is still required to scan the invoices into 
the system� Ideally, an organization should receive as few paper invoices as possible� Levvel 
Research has observed a paper invoice volume decrease over time across revenue segments, 
with paper once comprising nearly twice as much of SMEs’ volume in comparison to enterprises� 
Today, no revenue segment receives the majority of their invoices in paper�
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Payables Across Organizations
Invoice Capture

According to Levvel Research, email has eclipsed paper as the most prevalent method for 
invoicing only in the past few years� Email is a large improvement over paper� Comparatively, it 
represents an easier, faster, more accessible way to send invoices using the internet� But email 
still has its shortcomings: it is more prone to fraud, maintains many of the frustrations of paper, 
and, most importantly, is an unstructured invoice format� Because most email invoices are human 
generated PDFs, they are not capable of being processed electronically and must still be digitized 
via OCR or an alternate method of conversion to e-invoice�

For these reasons, structured invoices—EDI, XML, and those submitted via supplier portal—are 
ideal methods for invoicing� They are the most cost efficient, fast, and secure way to receive 
invoices� EDI is rarer and older than XML and is not intended to be handled by humans� XML files 
can be opened and read in a browser� 

Invoice Capture

The next step in the invoicing 
process is one organizations 
have control over: capture, or 
how invoice data is entered 
into software� Figure 3 shows 
what systems organizations use 
to capture invoice information� 
Levvel Research shows that 
despite the economic slowdown 
due to the pandemic, many 
organizations’ invoice volume 
has either rebounded or did not 
change over the past year� Despite 

Figure 3
Invoice Capture Method
“How is invoice information most typically entered into your organization’s ERP, accounting
software, or accounts payable software?” n=309

Payables Survey, Levvel Research 2021

Software

Manual

Outsourced to third-party58%

9%

33%

other changes brought about by COVID-19, AP departments have to process the same amount 
of purchasing documents� Manual processes are the most time and labor intensive, where AP 
staff must type in line item details, supplier information, and other relevant figures into financial 
software� Using this method, as an organization’s invoice volume grows, organizations will have to 
hire additional staff as invoice volume grows�

The next option is to outsource AP� This is a tempting option for organizations that want to do 
away with the hassle of invoicing entirely� This cuts down on errors and avoids many of the pain 
points of a manual process, like document storage, retention, and training new employees� It also 
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Payables Across Organizations
Invoice Routing

scales better than a manual function� On the other hand, one of the most important organizational 
processes is put into somewhat of a black box with limited visibility if something does go wrong� 
In this case, companies are left with the option of hoping for good customer service� Outsourced 
AP is not a great option for companies with privacy concerns because it subjects financials to 
a third-party� Levvel Research indicates that both manual capture methods have decreased in 
popularity and software has gained mainstream adoption� Implementing a capture tool equipped 
with OCR and electronic invoicing capabilities is the best of both worlds� It offers long-run savings 
while retaining control�

Invoice Routing

Finally, invoices must be moved to 
the appropriate person for approval 
to pay� Organizations have two 
major options for this step: manual 
routing and automated routing� 
Manual routing includes three primary 
methods: walking the paper to an 
approver’s desk, mailing the invoice 
to an approver in another office, and 
scanning the invoice and emailing it� 
Scanning and emailing for approval 
is the most popular of the manual 
processes, likely because email is the prevalent method invoices are received in� Mailing invoices 
is the least widely utilized option because it increases the likelihood of losing documents� It also 
requires an organization large enough to have multiple offices, while those companies are more 
likely to have an automation tool in place� Of the three, walking the paper to the approver’s desk 
has seen one of the more precipitous declines in usage, and this has only been amplified by the 
COVID-19 pandemic� Figure 4 shows how respondent organizations route invoices for approval�

All three manual routing processes have steadily decreased in usage over the past three years, 
with more organizations choosing to automate using an invoice workflow tool� With one of these 
tools, companies have the ability to set up processes where documents are directed for approval 
based on GL code, department, spend total, and cost center� Customizability offered by such 
a tool varies widely among providers, with some more suited to huge, complex multi-approver 
environments and others more appropriate for smaller, more simple approval structures�

Figure 4
Invoice Routing Method
“Which method is most typically used to route invoices for approval in your organization?”
n=309

Payables Survey, Levvel Research 2021

Invoice workflow
automation tool

Scan and email

Manual

Mail

53%
31%

12%
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Payables Across Organizations
Challenges

Challenges

The most prominent challenges in AP are manual data entry, invoice-to-payment matching, lost 
and duplicate invoices, and an inconsistent organizational AP process� Many of these challenges 
are frequently seen by those using a manual AP process and are exactly what software is 
designed to address� Inadequate or outdated technology is another big challenge, particularly 
for those using an ERP or homegrown tool� This challenge and those specific to more manual AP 
departments were only worsened by the pandemic� Figure 5 shows these challenges, with those 
exasperated by COVID-19 highlighted in light blue�

Figure 5
Payables Challenges
“Still thinking about your organization’s current AP solution and/or process, which of the following best describes
your overall top AP issues or challenges?” & “Have any of those challenges been exasperated by the COVID-19
pandemic?” n=309

Payables Survey, Levvel Research 2021

Manual data entry and inefficient processes

Invoice to payment matching

Lost or missing invoices

Duplicate invoices or payments

Inconsistent AP process
throughout organization

Manual routing of invoices for approval

Outdated/inadequate technology

High number of descrepancies
and exceptions

Unclear/lengthy approval process

Fraud and security issues

Inability to approve invoices in time to
capture discounts

Majority of invoices received in paper format

Compliance/regulatory reporting issues

Supplier inquiry management

Lack of visibility into outstanging liabilities

Decentralized AP processes

Disjointed/non-integrated AP softare
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Payables Across Organizations
Benefits

Benefits

Many of the benefits to automating may directly address the AP challenges seen by organizations 
using a manual structure� The top benefits to using AP software are quicker approval of invoices; 
reduced processing time, errors, and paper volume; and improved employee productivity 
(Figure 6)� AP software reduces time, errors, and paper by moving the process into a centralized, 
online platform that is accessible by employees at different locations and seniority levels� The 
ability to manage AP in a singular location reduces confusion about where an invoice is in the 
approval process� Reducing the time wasted on typical tactical AP tasks makes employees 
more productive and allows them to focus on more strategic efforts� Additionally, one in five 
organizations noted that the ability to manage AP remotely was one of the top benefits to using 
AP software�

Figure 6
Benefits to AP Software Utilization
“What would you say are the top benefits to your organization in using AP software?” n=288

Payables Survey, Levvel Research 2021

Quicker approval of invoices

Reduced errors

Increased employee productivity

Reduced time spent processing
invoices

Ability to manage AP remotely

Reduced paper volume

Lover overall AP processing costs

Reduced invoice exceptions and/or
duplicate invoices

Improved visibility into unpaid invoices

Reduced invoice and payment fraud

Reduced late payment penalties
and interest

Better compliance with regulatory
requirements

Improved supplier relationships

Increased capture of early payment
discounts
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Payables Across Organizations
Barriers

Barriers

The top reasons organizations decide against implementing automation are budgetary concerns, 
worries about implementation, other competing technical priorities, and the thinking that the 
process works as-is (Figure 7)� These hurdles were relatively consistent across organization 
size, and processing methods had larger differences in barriers� Those using ERP-based and 
homegrown tools were more likely to prefer to manage tasks in a singular software and think 
that their process was too complex compared to those using a software not designed for AP 
and manual methods� Those organizations were more likely to cite lack of understanding and 
implementation concerns as reasons to not adopt a third-party tool�

Figure 7
Barriers to Third-party AP Software Adoption
“What do you perceive to be the greatest barriers to adopting a third-party AP automation solution
in your organization?” n=201

Payables Survey, Levvel Research 2021

Lack of budget

Implementation/training takes too long

Competing technical priorities

Current processes work

Security concerns from adopting
new software

Our process is too complex

There won’t be an ROI

Lack of technical resources to
manage an automated solution

Our employees prefer to manage
tasks/information in a singular software

No executive sponsorship/buy-in

Lack of understanding of current
available solutions

Our current software contains data
that would be lost in a third-party tool
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Adopting and Optimizing AP Software
Types of Software

Adding an AP tool can help an organization grow without needing to hire more finance staff, 
free up existing staff to focus on higher value-add tasks, and even create an almost touchless 
invoicing function� When AP departments look to add software to their existing process, they 
have four choices� All of them will computerize invoicing, but the amount they automate it will 
differ significantly� Figure 8 shows the current utilization of the four classifications of AP software, 
which include:

 » Software not designed specifically for Accounts Payable

 » Homegrown invoice workflow solution

 » Tool that are part of existing accounting software/ERP

 » Third-party/plugin AP automation software

Adopting and Optimizing AP Software
Types of Software

Figure 8
AP Processing Method
“Which accounts payable processing method does your organization primarily use?” n=293

Payables Survey, Levvel Research 2021

ERP-based tool
Third-party automation
software
Non-AP specific software
Homegrown tool
Manual

37%

31%

18%

11%
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A tool that isn’t designed for invoicing offers some of the lowest automation� Organizations using 
non-AP specific tools report some of the lowest satisfaction numbers and evaluate themselves as 
being less automated than users of ERP-based tools and third-party plugins� These are less AP 
software and more workarounds or temporary fixes� This option is more prevalent among mid-
markets and SMEs� 

Some examples of this method, such as spreadsheets, offer little-to-no automation and merely 
move the manual process onto a computer� Others, like expense and project management 
software, may have workflow features that can be manipulated for document approval� These 
workaround solutions are most commonly used by small organizations and companies that do not 
have the invoice volume to necessitate implementing an AP-specific tool� 

The ERP/accounting software-based tool may be what organizations turn to after using a 
workaround� Users of this kind of software report the second highest satisfaction and automation 
level� They are the most widely used tools by AP departments; they function as a module in the 
core of the ERP or are simple add-ons that do not require significant changes to implement� 
This lack of a large-scale implementation is part of what attracts departments to this option� 
ERPs typically have core functionality that consists of finance and accounting, HR, inventory 
management, CRM, and SCM components, so it makes sense that an invoicing tool would fit into 
the finance and accounting module� 

However, AP-specific functionality is typically lackluster� Invoicing is not central to the job of an 
ERP, which serves best as a financial repository and manufacturing/distribution management 
system� It’s widely acknowledged that ERPs are clunky and require a learning curve to 
use effectively� While there may not be additional costs for using the AP module, ERPs are 
expensive to implement and difficult to maintain� Because of their shortcomings, close to 70% of 
organizations using an ERP-based tool plan to adopt a third-party tool in the next two years�

Homegrown AP tools are custom software designed to meet the specific needs of organizations’ 
back-office finance structures� They’re a significant undertaking that requires an extremely adept 
in-house IT or a consultancy with a background and history of developing similar products� 
Because of this, they can be expensive to build and implement� Failure to invest adequate 
resources can leave an organization with a tool that does not have all of the functionality of a 
third-party “one-size-fits-all” software�

Adopting and Optimizing AP Software
Types of Software
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 Additionally, custom tools are built with a company’s current state in mind� Any organizational 
changes or process updates require a refresh of the software, and failure to do so risks business 
continuity� If an organization is small or in the growth stage, building a homegrown software is a 
gamble� Typically, these tools are only built if an organization believes their back-office processes 
are unique enough that an off-the-shelf product cannot meet their needs� They often fail to meet 
expectations� Those using a homegrown tool report the lowest satisfaction and automation levels 
of any tool, and 70% plan to adopt a third-party tool in the next two years� 

Before pursuing a custom solution build, Levvel Research recommends exploring vendors that 
specialize in industries with abnormal invoicing processes and investigating what features or 
accommodations industry-agnostic providers have to solve unique issues� One way of doing this 
is asking for customer references or proof of experience with similar companies�

Third-party AP tools are the most modern option available and do the most effective job of 
automating and computerizing the invoicing process� Organizations that use these tools report 
the highest levels of satisfaction and automation� This is because they have features designed to 
eliminate much of the busywork of AP, which frees up staff to focus on more strategic tasks, such 
as supplier negotiation and improving discount capture� Some ERP providers offer their own AP 
tools (many that don’t require usage of the ERP); others are independent but focus on a set of 
ERPs� However, most plug in as an integration to multiple� According to research data, 70% are 
cloud-based, though some offer on-premise solutions to avoid data security concerns� This class 
of tool is the easiest to update and offers the most benefits�

Core AP Software Features

There are five basic features that comprise an AP solution� A homegrown or ERP-based tool may 
have a few, but a third-party tool should have most—if not all—of them� Each feature is explained 
below with primary users and tips on what features to pay particular attention to�

Invoice Receipt

Definition & Capabilities: The first step of AP automation is getting the invoice into the software� 
Invoice receipt includes transposing document information like dates, prices, and vendor 
information as well as imaging the actual document� How this is completed depends on the 
invoice format�

Paper and PDF invoices are entered using OCR, which is an application of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI)� Many leading providers equip their OCR with Machine Learning (ML) that recognizes patterns 
in invoices to improve capture and assign them to the correct supplier and GL code� Some 

Adopting and Optimizing AP Software
Types of Software
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software allow a manual override where users can highlight pieces of the invoice that might 
not be picked up by OCR the first time it sees an invoice� Leaders in this category also handle 
translation of multiple languages, which is well-suited to companies that have a multinational 
supplier base� By utilizing these technologies, human intervention becomes less necessary, 
further automating the receipt step�

Structured invoices require almost no human intervention, and only documents with exceptions 
need to be examined, which creates an almost touchless AP department�

Who Benefits: This feature is designed to assist staff-level AP employees� Entering invoice 
information is one of the most time-consuming parts of the process, and automating this step 
allows staff to focus on more core functions of their jobs� It also means that AP departments do 
not have to hire additional staff with volume increases and growth�

Invoice Management & Workflow Automation (IWA)

Definition & Capabilities: Once invoice information is in the system, it needs to be assigned 
to the correct approvers� The number one goal of IWA is to ensure that documents are never 
sitting in the queue waiting for approval� In an AP solution, users can build workflows to ensure 
documents are routed to the appropriate approvers based on GL code, cost center, price of 
goods, and other related purchasing elements� The best solutions have a fully customizable 
workflow where multiple approvers can be assigned, out-of-office and escalation rules can be 
set up, and guidelines for exceptions are established� Approvers and AP staff can be notified 
via email and mobile phone when an invoice is passed along the approval chain� It also reminds 
users of exceptions and when a document has been stagnant for a period of time�

The invoice management feature also includes purchase order matching features, where the 
system validates invoices with the related PO to route it along the established approval chain� PO 
to invoice matching shouldn’t just look at the final total but also the line level details to ensure the 
correct quantities and goods are shown on both documents� Additionally, line level details should 
enable the solution to assign items on one invoice to multiple GL codes, approvers, and cost 
centers� In leading tools, thresholds for small exceptions can also be set up to avoid delays based 
on small discrepancies� The approval and routing step should be as effortless as possible, with 
users able to approve via phone, email, or in the system�

Who Benefits: Invoice Management features primarily benefit two groups: the first is the 
approvers who replace papers that need to be signed or stamped with a simple click button 
approval system� The second is AP team members who no longer need to worry about invoices 

Adopting and Optimizing AP Software
Core AP Software Features
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getting lost or buried on approvers’ desks� Because AP solutions record documents’ full histories, 
audits and exception/error resolution is also much easier�

Electronic Payments (ePayments)

Definition & Capabilities: ePayments software is designed to move payments from a bank bill 
pay tool or spreadsheets into a central platform for managing all supplier-related spend� The most 
basic tools initiate payments from the ERP/accounting software or integrate with another payment 
platform, while more advanced ones initiate them in-house or through a partner-provided service� 
Leading ePayments tools are payment agnostic with the option of paying suppliers in ACH, 
wire, purchasing and commercial card, and even check-writing services, along with remittance 
information� The most advanced in this category also offer working capital optimization tools, with 
dynamic discounting and/or supply chain finance functionality� Leaders also have global payment 
services for currency conversion and cross-border payments, which include fraud prevention, 
regulatory compliance, international tax requirements, and checking suppliers against ‘Do Not 
Pay’ lists�

Who Benefits: ePayments functionality benefits staff-level employees by putting payments for 
all suppliers and payment methods in one place� Upper-level finance employees also benefit 
from increased discount capture, reduced maverick spend and fraudulent activity, strategically 
managed payments, and optimized cash flow�

Supplier Management/Supplier Portal

Definition & Capabilities: The primary purpose of supplier management is to centralize all 
supplier data� This feature should function as a detailed profile on each supplier, including their 
preferred method for payment, key points of contact, and relationship/transaction history�

The supplier portal is another critical part of AP automation software� It’s also the part of the tool 
where supplier and buyer can communicate on exceptions, errors, and other disputes�

Who Benefits: Portals will be beneficial to both suppliers and buyers, as it establishes a central 
communication and coordination hub for solving disputes, answering questions, and rectifying 
errors� Instead of having to call or email, both sides have a go-to method for contact� Additionally, 
suppliers can submit electronic invoices, which increases departmental efficiency� The more 
beneficial the tool is to the supplier, the more likely they are to ditch their pre-automated, manual 
invoice submission and follow the new guidelines� When the tool appeals to both parties, 
transparency and communication improve, which leads to better relationships and supply chain 
operations�

Adopting and Optimizing AP Software
Core AP Software Features
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Reporting & Analytics

Definition & Capabilities: The primary function of a payables platform is to improve back-office 
operations, which makes tracking metrics and analytics an integral part of the tool� Organizations 
should be able to follow exception and error rate, first-pass success, straight through processing, 
and open invoice status down to specific cost centers, suppliers, and departments� Basic tools 
will allow data to be exported to another software, while leading tools will provide this within the 
solution with an easy-to-use interface and a drag-and-drop, drill-down experience� Users should 
also be able to create custom reports that can be sent out regularly� The best reporting and 
analytics features provide a comprehensive, detailed view of the AP process�

Who It’s Designed For: Reporting and analytics are designed with the administrator in mind� It’s 
important for decision makers to have easily accessible summaries of spend activity to be able 
to identify potential fraud, establish expense policy, and evaluate departmental and supplier 
performance� By utilizing these insights, leaders are able to fix issues and improve organizational 
cash flow�

Emerging Tech in Payables

All of the features of AP automation tools leverage some form of emerging technology� Innovative 
software providers incorporate Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML), Robotic Process 
Automation (RPA), big data analytics, and in some cases blockchain to provide a solution that 
automates as many steps of the payables process as possible� These technologies used to be 
mentioned exclusively by cutting edge providers looking to get ahead of the curve and seem 
more high-tech than competitors� Now they form the core of most platforms and inform the 
roadmap of what is possible in the future� One exception is Real-Time Payments, which appeals to 
many organizations in a variety of use cases but is not discussed or prioritized by most software 
providers� Emerging technologies are rife with confusing terminology and abbreviations, so their 
definitions and application to AP are outlined below�

Robotic Process Automation: RPA is one of the first advanced technologies incorporated into 
payables tools� It is used to automate repetitive tasks using a set of formulas and instructions� An 
example of RPA is matching invoices to purchase orders� RPA succeeds where a task has simple, 
repeatable instructions� Some of the limitations of RPA are lack of cognition, inability to read 
unstructured data, and lack of ability to adapt to changes�

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning: AI and ML solve many of the drawbacks of RPA� 
AI is designed to mimic human ability to think and utilize logic� ML is a subset of AI that learns 

Adopting and Optimizing AP Software
Core AP Software Features
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patterns and habits to improve the accuracy and reliability of the system� Both technologies 
are integral to AP automation software and are used to identify invoicing patterns, spot errors, 
discrepancies, and potential fraud, as well as match related purchasing documents and suppliers� 
By utilizing AI and ML, software becomes better over time, meaning the AP process requires less 
human intervention�

Big Data: Big data is usually referred to in terms of “big data analytics,” which is the extraction 
of insights from datasets too large for humans� It is an application of AI and ML to analyze trends 
that can be used to gain visibility into organizational efficiency and performance� Because ML 
incorporates all data from the past, it is also useful to predict future outcomes and spot outliers 
and potential instances of fraud�

Blockchain: Blockchain is most applicable to the payments process� It is an expandable set of 
records that carry and store unique information regarding transactions and events� Breaking 
the word into two provides insight into its purpose: “block” refers to a single event/action and 
relevant information, and “chain” refers to the larger series of events that are linked together� The 
technology offers an authentic, unalterable record of actions, which makes it secure and reliable� 
Though providers are still early in the adoption lifecycle, it has great potential to increase security 
and decrease latency in the AP function�

Real-time Payments: RTP is the most recent technology on the list� Very few software providers 
have provided plans on its integration into their tools, despite its clear application to AP� RTP 
enables nearly instantaneous send and receipt of funds, which provides a vast number of 
benefits and lends itself to multiple use cases� This technology not only speeds up payments, 
but allows for value-add messaging such as purchasing documents and relevant information to 
travel alongside the transaction� It was developed by The Clearing House (TCH) as the first new 
payment rail in more than 40 years� Though awareness and education on it is low, businesses 
stand to benefit massively from improved cash flow and data management, decreased costs, 
higher discount capture rates, and improved organizational efficiency� Despite low awareness 
among non-financial companies, many FIs have already embraced RTP� With many banks 
and credit unions already on board, AP software providers have a pivotal role in increasing 
mainstream adoption of RTP by making it available in their platforms�

Adopting and Optimizing AP Software
Emerging Tech in Payables
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The Buyer's Guide
Cost

The Buyer's Guide
Cost

As shown by the barriers to adoption, the price tag of AP software is a top reason organizations 
choose not to implement it� To many organizations, pricing is confusing and difficult to follow� 
Many feel like they pay for every little thing on such tools, which scares them away from 
automation altogether� Many providers have taken steps to clear this up by giving transparent 
pricing information based on an analysis of organizational requirements and document volume� 
The one-time fee includes implementation and training costs to get the system up and running� 
These are given up front by the software provider and may include a third-party implementation 
expert/consulting firm� Organizations usually pay to license the software on a subscription basis 
based on what features of the tool they use� The two main models for pricing are as follows, 
though some use a hybrid of the two:

User-based pricing: This model is based on how many employees use the software and in 
what capacity they use it� Usually, users that will be utilizing the full functionality of the tool on a 
regular basis will be charged differently from those who only use it for approvals� This method 
is particularly appealing to small companies that do not have many dedicated AP employees� To 
further cut costs, users may only be charged for months when they log into the system�

Transaction-based pricing: This model is based on purchasing document volume� It usually has 
tiers so that price per transaction decreases as volume increases� This means that pricing tends 
to be more volatile than user-based pricing, which appeals to organizations that have seasonal 
volume increases and those that have many employees that utilize the software�

Current State Assessment

Once a company decides to seriously consider AP software, it’s crucial to do a current state 
assessment that walks them through the pre-automation process and maps out what it will look 
like post implementation� Skipping this step can result in software that tries to cover up a poor 
process, which can create more frustration and inefficiency than prior to implementation� The 
following steps provide a current state assessment walkthrough, which elaborates on whether 
or not the organization should automate, what features they should prioritize, how to eliminate 
inefficiencies, and provides a future vision for the AP function:
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The Buyer's Guide
Current State Assessment

1. Quantify invoice volume, supplier count, and average document touches.

Organizations should identify the total number of invoices and break it down by receipt 
method, location, and spend type to create a map that shows where invoices are routed 
and ensure that potential software meets those needs�

Suppliers should similarly be divided into groups to identify who is sending invoices in 
unstructured methods in order to construct an onboarding strategy that aims to transition 
them to structured methods� Doing this will save the organization time and money, both in 
the short and long term�

Quantifying document touches is necessary to set up a workflow automation tool and 
identify opportunities to shorten the approval process� This step also helps configure role-
based access and build out validation and approval workflows� Organizations should seek 
AP software that has a fully customizable workflow setup that can be adjusted with ease 
without the IT teams’ involvement�

2. Evaluate the invoicing process across the entire organization.

Ideally, invoicing should be a process that is consistent across location and department� 
Companies run into issues when they have merged and/or acquired other entities that 
may have retained their own processes� Differences due to international mandate and 
invoice type (e�g�, specialty invoices) are another consideration� Some industries and 
countries have different invoice standards that vary in format, language, currency, and 
complexity� Ensuring that a tool is able to process these should be prioritized� If an 
organization’s AP is decentralized or operates globally, it’s important to evaluate tools that 
will allow for this setup, while still reducing exposure to fraud and providing visibility� 

Additionally, the technology currently used in invoicing must be taken into account� The 
ERP an organization utilizes can be one of the most important factors in determining 
AP software selection� Providers often have a set of ERPs that they integrate with�  
Organizations that utilize those outside of that group create a more complicated 
integration—if they can integrate at all� This is especially tricky for companies that run 
multiple ERP instances� Companies should also consider how tight of an integration they 
require, as some software update instantly between the ERP and AP software, while 
others update less frequently�

Existing non-ERP technology is equally important� Prior to adopting a third-party AP 
software, many organizations use standalone electronic payments platforms, data capture 
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The Buyer's Guide
Current State Assessment

tools, and other systems that have crossover with a payables tool� Organizations should 
discuss with software providers what should stay in place and what should be replaced� 
This saves companies time and money by eliminating redundant steps and tools�

3. Think into the future.

A software might fit an organization’s current state, but business is constantly changing� If 
experiencing growth, an organization should confirm that any software being considered 
can grow as well� This means considering how volume and needs will change in the 
foreseeable future� Many organizations think they won’t need certain tools or features, 
but quickly realize that these assist in further  automating time-wasting steps� Taking this 
into consideration doesn’t mean that a solution provider must come with all the bells and 
whistles, but that companies should consider which features they may need now and 
which features will be useful down the line�

Another exercise to project the future state involves calculating the return on investment 
(ROI) from software implementation� Once pricing is established, the next step is finding 
out the savings the company stands to gain� The first is increased discount capture� AP 
software makes the invoice lifecycle shorter, meaning that late fees are replaced by on-
time payments and early payment discounts� The second is labor cost optimization� By 
implementing automation software, AP departments can reallocate back-office resources 
to focus on more strategic tasks in other parts of finance and supplier management� 
This results in a cost-per-invoice decrease, increased efficiency, and a department that 
does not need to expand headcount as volume increases� The final savings are from 
process improvement, which will vary from department to department� If an organization 
outsources AP or uses another software, these costs can be eliminated� Additionally, 
with advanced AP software features, instances of fraud decrease and audits become 
easier, which saves organizations time and money spent dedicated to these processes� 
Combining these savings with the cost of software gives companies a projection on when 
they will be able to achieve an ROI�
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Conclusion
2020 was certainly an eventful and challenging year for AP departments� Many already 
suffered from delays, lost invoices, and piles of paper;  shifting to a remote environment only 
amplified those pains� In reaction to these struggles, some organizations chose automation 
software to maintain continuity and keep “business as usual�” The lessons learned don’t only 
better prepare organizations for future work disruptions but apply more broadly to increasing 
workplace productivity� The companies that learn from this time period will be able to apply digital 
transformation strategies to their back-office operations and their broader organizations�
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Coupa
Coupa empowers all businesses–from Fortune 1000 companies to the world’s fastest growing 
organizations–to unify their supply chain design and planning, procurement, payments, and 
treasury processes in one comprehensive, cloud-based Business Spend Management platform� 
Coupa’s community of 2,000+ customers uses the platform to maximize the value of more than 
$2�3T of spend to date�

Founded 2006

Headquarters U�S�

Other Locations 36+ locations around the globe

Number of Employees 3,000+ 

Number of Customers 2000+ 

Target Verticals Financial Services, Industrial Manufacturing, CPG, Healthcare, Life 
Sciences, Retail, Business Services, Technology, Public Sector 

Partners / Resellers KPMG, Deloitte, Accenture, PwC , and dozens more around the world

Awards / Recognitions

Coupa is a leader in 28 current analyst reports across every major 
analyst firm and every area of Business Spend Management including 
Procure to Pay, Accounts Payable, Sourcing, Supplier Management, 
Third Party Risk Management, and more�

Solution Overview 

Coupa provides a unified, cloud-based spend management platform that connects hundreds of 
organizations representing the Americas, EMEA, and APAC with millions of suppliers globally� 
Coupa empowers all businesses to unify their Procurement, Expense Management, Invoicing, 
Payments, Strategic Sourcing, Contract Management, Contingent Workforce and Spend Analysis, 
in one comprehensive, cloud-based Business Spend Management platform� The Coupa platform 
provides greater visibility into and control over how companies spend money� Customers – small, 
medium and large – have used the Coupa platform to bring billions of dollars in cumulative spend 
under management�  Learn more at www�coupa�com�

http://www.coupa.com
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Payables Management

Coupa Invoicing is a modern invoicing management solution that helps you automate manual 
workloads, strengthen supplier relationships, improve efficiency and ensure visibility and tax 
compliance�

Coupa Invoicing streamlines Accounts Payable resulting in superior working capital management, 
budget monitoring and risk mitigation all within the Coupa BSM platform� To learn more please 
visit www�coupa�com/invoicing�

Implementation and Pricing

Coupa uses both internal professional services resources and its Certified Implementation 
partners to support clients’ implementations� These partners work with each client to define and 
establish their preferred method of support during implementation�

Coupa currently has over 900 value services team members supporting Coupa customers, and 
over 5,000 certified partner resources� Individual partner resources must go through a structured 
certification program to be able to implement Coupa�
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DataServ
DataServ provides AP automation software that enables accounting professionals to standardize 
processes, eliminate data entry, increase accuracy, improve supplier relationships, and allow 
teams to focus on higher value work� The top goal at DataServ is achieving automation success 
for their clients� To do this, DataServ treats its users as partners with whom they can collaborate, 
delivering an experience that lives up to expectations� By focusing on these goals, DataServ is 
committed to turning new clients into lasting, long-term relationships�

Founded 1994

Headquarters St� Louis, MO

Other Locations India

Number of Employees 75

Number of Customers 100

Target Verticals
Manufacturing, Wholesale/Distribution, Agriculture, Mining, Construction, 
Energy/Utilities, Financial Services, Healthcare, Retail, Transportation/
Storage

Partners / Resellers PDI Software

Awards / Recognitions Deloitte Fast 500, Inc�com Fastest Growing Companies, Featured 
Customers’ Accounts Payable Category, St� Louis Technology Fast 50

Solution Overview 

DataServ has developed systems and processes designed to maximize touchless processing and 
eliminate unnecessary human interaction with the invoicing process� By providing the tools to 
manage AP workflow, reduce matching and comparison work, and build an electronic audit trail, 
DataServ aims to create a touchless AP process�

Payables Management

DataServ provides digital mailroom and OCR capabilities to handle all incoming documents from 
current processes and make them available in a way tailored specifically for the client’s business� 
The batch capabilities can handle large scanning jobs and provide access to the images when 
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and where needed� Documents are managed inside a highly efficient, SSAE16 Type II compliant 
Digital Mailroom that accepts documents of any type, in any format via mail, courier, FTP, remote 
capture, email, EDI and returns clean data and images� Capture is performed through the Invoice 
Processing Machine™, Bar Code, Data Entry, or a combination thereof and has human verification 
layers over the technology to achieve 99+% accuracy�

DataServ’s propriety AutoVouch solution then uses advanced process automation to perform a 
two or three-way match using the digitized invoice data plus PO and receiving data, rules and 
tolerances, enabling touchless invoice processing� On the workflow process side, DataServ 
utilizes a unique Single Stream process that interfaces with all invoices to capture the documents 
and data required to sort out and automatically route invoices to the appropriate person within an 
organization no matter what office or remote location they happen to be working in� Users simply 
receive a daily email telling them how many invoices they have available to review and then click 
the link to see the list� Then they can choose to Approve, Reject, Re-Route, or Code to keep those 
invoices moving through the system� Automated rules such as escalation and timers keep the 
process flowing without human intervention� 

The DataServ supplier portal provides organizations with ways to handle vendor service and 
support activities, such as payment status inquiries and issue resolution� The portal is designed to 
provide visibility into the entire vendor approval process and consistent vendor master data�

DataServ has an easy access Analytics dashboard in the platform where users can find insights 
such as Aging, AutoVouch Analysis, and Vendor Not Found� Users have the ability to filter existing 
dashboards and also create their own� Plus, metrics and charts are simply shared by exporting 
or printing from the platform� The Analytics capabilities offer virtually unlimited options for 
segmenting data to help drive continuous improvement and make better decisions quickly�

Implementation and Pricing

The Solution Delivery team at DataServ partners with clients to tailor the solution to fit 
organizational need� Implementation resources include live training sessions, article resources on 
the platform, and a library of training videos� Users are trained and supported during every step of 
the implementation process and have access to U�S�-based 24/7 support�
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Epicor
Epicor ECM (DocStar) provides collaborative enterprise content management and automated AP 
solutions to streamline business processes for organizations of any size� Epicor ECM document 
management software, enterprise content management software, and automated accounts 
payable solutions enables these organizations to embrace digital transformation with flexible 
technology� With Epicor ECM, customers gain control over documents, improve retention, and 
increase efficiency� In February 2017, DocStar was acquired by Epicor Software Corp, and DocStar 
was rebranded as Epicor ECM (DocStar) in 2021�

Founded 1972

Headquarters Austin, TX

Number of Employees 4,100

Number of Customers 2,000+

Target Verticals Manufacturing & Engineering, Healthcare, Food & Beverage, Banks and 
Credit Unions, Financial Services, Distribution

Awards / Recognitions
KMWorld: 100 Companies That Matter in Knowledge Management, Top 
20 Document Management Software -2021; G2 Enterprise Content 
Management - Leader Winter 2021

Solution Overview 

With Epicor ECM, organizations can better leverage their supply chain and operational areas, 
such as Finance and Human Resources� It integrates with many third-party business applications, 
including Epicor, Microsoft Dynamics, Sage, Oracle, and Infor� Epicor ECM is offered both in the 
cloud and on-premise� The solution uses Windows settings for regional codes, and supports 
English, Spanish, and Mandarin�

Payables Management

Epicor ECM highlights its enterprise content management (ECM) tool, but it also spans several 
AP modules, including invoice receipt, approval workflow, payments, and reporting� The solution 
features built-in robotic process automation (RPA) in its business-process automation engine�
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For invoice receipt and validation, Epicor ECM uses intelligent data capture to digitize documents 
from virtually any input device from any location� It offers field-level two- and three-way matching 
based on customizable business rules and supports automatic rerouting of invoices back to 
suppliers�

Epicor ECM invoice approval workflow functionality is customizable, real-time, and automatic� It 
uses an intuitive graphical canvas, where users can create custom rules to process and route 
content for approval and distribute items automatically based on predefined business conditions� 
Users can choose from over 45 different workflow functions and create various combinations 
based on their preferences� Epicor ECM provides real-time notification of workflow alerts and 
information—also available through a mobile device—and users can monitor progress through the 
workflow dashboard� The workflow solution can complement existing business applications and 
technologies� 

Epicor ECM offers automated electronic payments functionality through an ePayments partner, 
which supports commercial card, ACH, and wire payments, and offers support functionality for 
global payments� 

Epicor ECM offers reporting and analytics features, including the ReportWorks designer, which 
can customize reports to a user’s needs� Its system includes integrated security and audit trails, 
as well as advanced archival, search, and retrieval functionality for managing business data�

Implementation and Pricing

For a customer implementing the Epicor ECM solution, the typical adoption process requires 
engagement with Epicor ECM Professional Services� The length of the implementation process 
varies based on the company’s complexity� Epicor ECM offers both live and on-demand training at 
no additional cost, as well as support via phone and live chat�
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Esker
Founded in 1985, Esker provides automated solutions for business processes across the globe 
and is headquartered in Lyon, France� It diversified into fax software and expanded to the 
U�S� market through acquisitions in the 1990s before transitioning to a cloud-based document 
management solution in the early 2000s� Esker’s leading automation solutions provide customers 
with AI-driven tools for optimizing purchase-to-pay (P2P) and order-to-cash (O2C) cycles�

Solution Overview 

Esker has a world-wide presence that reaches across North America, Europe, Australia, and 
Asia, and its solutions are built to support international companies with multiple languages and 
ERPs� Esker also offers close integration with SAP® software and the Oracle ERP, making it highly 
suitable for companies reliant upon these technologies as well as companies using a mix of 
different systems via its open integration API�

Founded 1985

Headquarters Lyon, France

Other Locations Madison, WI; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Sydney, Australia; Singapore

Number of Employees 700+

Number of Customers 6,000+

Partners / Resellers KPMG, Fuji Xerox, SAP, Sovos

Target Verticals
Life Sciences, Manufacturing, Chemical, Building Materials, Electronics, 
Services, Industrial equipment, Food & Beverage, Consumer packaged 
goods

Awards/Recognitions

Listed in Gartner’s 2020 Magic Quadrant for Procure-to-Pay Suite; 
Recognized as a Key Solution Provider in 2020 by Ardent Partners; 
Named a Leader in the IDC MarketScape for Accounts Receivable 2021; 
Named a Major Player in the IDC MarketScape for Accounts Payable 
2021; Named as a leader in Ardent Partner’s e-Payable Technology 
Adviser 2021
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Payables Management

With Esker e-Payable, companies benefit from automation via electronic invoicing and for non-
structured documents, such as images, PDF, emails, and Word and Excel files� Organizations 
can choose one of Esker’s third-party partners for scanning and capture services or handle this 
themselves� The solution combines OCR/ICR with Esker's own artificial intelligence to extract 
information from scanned images� 

Because the solution offers artificial intelligence coupled with a user interface for invoice batch 
management, customers can simply place the received invoices on the scanner and submit it to 
Esker for processing (scan to folder)� The solution provides efficient recognition and verification 
technology to do the heavy lifting� Esker offers two- or three-way matching based on unit price 
and quantity ordered and/or received� This feature can also be configured with tolerances and 
rules to perform additional workflow steps in case of missing coding information or mismatch� 
The workflow can be adjusted by pressing the ‘add’ button and browsing the user list to add 
approvers and reviewers�

The supplier portal is self-service, giving vendors access to payment information and helping 
them get paid faster� This saves organizations time that would have been spent fielding calls 
and resolving issues� The portal provides a 360-degree view of supplier information to manage 
compliance, minimize risk, gain visibility, and reduce staff workload� Suppliers are invited to join 
via email, where they’re asked to fill in information and provide relevant documentation and 
certificates based on their profile� Suppliers can upload invoices, convert POs to invoices, see 
payment details and status, and resolve disputes via the online chat tool�

Esker's solution helps to generate a payment authorization that is sent to the ERP� Based on 
payment terms, the system will 'flag' invoices with available early-payment discounts so that 
the customer can get approval and payment before the deadline� Once a payment has been 
made, the information is sent back to Esker and provided to the supplier via the supplier portal� 
Payments are generally managed by the customer ERP� Esker can manage e-authorization of 
payment� The list of invoices for the next payment run are presented to the user who can review 
and approve the payment via Esker� Via payment partners, the Esker solution supports ACH, EFT, 
card, wire transfer, digital payments, and paper check�

Esker provides a standard reporting and dashboard module with the e-Payable solution� A set of 
standard dashboards and reports are provided upon installation of the application� Both can be 
customized to match the customer’s specific needs/requirements and scheduled for distribution 
to users or groups of users on a regular basis� Different profiles will be provided with different 
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dashboards that contain action buttons, counters, and charts� Buttons allow users to perform daily 
tasks, counters indicate the number of elements in a filtered list of the same nature, and charts 
provide a visual representation of existing reports�

Implementation and Pricing

Implementation timelines for Esker’s solution vary depending on the degree to which the 
customer aligns its business processes with the core Esker solution� Training is offered both 
generically and personally, as well as online and face-to-face� The launch can occur as early as 
4-6 weeks after the project start and can also be extended depending on the type and number of 
enhancements being requested� Launch does not signify an ending but rather a transition period 
for how the customer’s project moves forward� In the days and weeks following go-live, they can 
expect the emergence of new enhancements following the completion of previous ones, which 
are then prioritized and made into a feature list for a future enhancement� A period of Hypercare 
(i�e�, go-live support) where the Esker implementation team maintains a presence to ensure the 
process goes smoothly� There is also a shift from the Esker Project Team to Esker Solutions 
Support, who are specifically structured to handle ongoing customer needs after go-live�
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Medius
Medius is a leading global provider of cloud-based spend management solutions, helping 
organizations drive their business forward by enabling best-in-class process efficiency, cost 
saving opportunities, and greater financial control� Nearly 4,000 customers and more than 
500,000 unique users worldwide use Medius spend management solutions, managing 
transactions worth more than $160 billion annually� 

Medius’ modular spend management suite includes solutions for strategic sourcing, contract 
management, procurement, accounts payable automation and supplier management, as well as 
data insights tools bringing control, compliance, and cost savings throughout the entire Source-
to-Pay process� 

Medius was founded in 2001 and acquired procurement solution provider Wax Digital in 2019� 
Today, the company has over 350 employees and offices in Sweden (HQ), the United States, 
United Kingdom, Australia, Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands, and Poland�

Founded 2001

Headquarters Stockholm, Sweden

Other Locations USA; UK; The Netherlands; Poland; Sweden; Norway; Denmark; Australia

Number of Employees 360

Number of Customers 3,600

Partners / Resellers

KPMG, Exostar, Sapphire Systems, Proxima, Caliba, Cloud Procurement, 
Datel, Tradeshift, Accigo, Aspia, Columbus Global, Duni EFF, Exsitec, 
Iptor, Istone, Logiq, NAB Solutions, Navcite, Norsk Arbeidskapital, 
Oseberg, S5 Consulting, Tanka, To Increase, Vipetech, Vitari, Avvaneo, 
Columbus Global, HSO, TIE Kinetix, Acom Solutions, Scancloud, 
AlfaPeople, Armanino, Berkone, Leanswift, Olympus Solutions Inc, AP 
Flow, Ricoh, Microsoft, Readsoft - Kofax 

Target Verticals
All verticals, with particular strengths in Food and Beverage; 
Construction; Healthcare; Defense and Aerospace; Financial Services; 
Retail; Manufacturing 

Awards/Recognitions

Gartner Magic Quadrant Procure-to-Pay Suites “Visionary”; Spend 
Matters “50 To Know” Vendor; Spend Matters Solution Map Leader; Red 
Herring Europe 100 Winner, National Business Awards Finalist; Prolific 
North Tech 2019 winner for “Best Application of Tech”
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Solution Overview 

The Medius AP Automation solution is available with a simple user interface, predefined 
workflows, business model–level rules, alerts/notifications, and built-in data validation that 
requires minimal IT input� The solution includes voice-activated features using natural language 
(e�g�, Cortana, Alexa, etc�), and Medius is currently developing support for wearable technology� 

Medius’s integration platform Medius Connect, which is an Integration Platform as a Service 
(iPaaS) that delivers rapid integration across third-party systems� Medius Connect is fully 
multilingually capable and multi-currency enabled� Medius operates an ISO 27001–certified 
information security management system (ISMS) that preserves the confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability of information across all locations�

Payables Management

Medius offers strong AP capabilities, tight ERP integration, and a flexible matching engine that 
automatically links multiple receipt lines, order lines, and invoice lines using a combination 
of traditional matching techniques and machine learning� Medius’ invoice workflow and 
management tools cover approvals and exception management functionalities� Users can 
automate coding templates for exception invoices that can be based on any criteria within the 
invoice� Medius AP Automation also enables invoice workload balancing for approvers and 
comprehensive dashboards for managers� Invoices are routed to approvers based on their 
availability and current workload, so as to not delay an invoice’s approval�

The Medius supplier portal allows for self-service actions like PO-flipping of orders into invoices 
or uploading invoices� Suppliers are able to keep their contact information and remittance 
information up to date in the portal, and they can also see the status of all their invoices, reducing 
incoming calls to AP� Medius offers extensive supplier on-boarding capabilities, including tools for 
managing supplier risk data, such as supplier score carding, ongoing surveys, and more�

Implementation and Pricing

Upon implementation, clients have access to a 24/7 online support helpdesk application and 
are also given an account manager for the duration of their relationship with Medius� Regular 
roadmap workshops and customer/product forums are conducted with clients to collaborate on 
functional extension and improvement� Additionally, a Best Practice Network fosters an online 
client community where clients have access to regular webinars, functional demonstrations/
videos, peer presentations, and an open forum for sharing questions and ideas with other clients� 

Medius is licensed annually on a named user and transactional basis� Free monthly upgrades are 
delivered to all customers across all modules
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xSuite
Founded in 1994, xSuite is a manufacturer of software applications for document-based 
processes� xSuite provides organizations across the globe with standardized, digital solutions, 
making work simple, secure, and fast�

Solution Overview 

xSuite focuses on digital document management and the automation of important work 
processes – in combination with intelligent e-files� 1,200 companies in over 60 countries have 
come to rely on the xSuite solutions� xSuite’s core competence is AP automation in SAP and the 
company is certified for various systems and deployment models such as SAP S/4HANA, SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud, and SAP ERP�

Payables Management

xSuite offers a digital mailroom in the cloud to sort through documents that arrive in any number 
of formats� For data extraction and conversion, xSuite has a capture solution that can be installed 
on-premise or in the cloud� The results of data extraction are displayed in a validation step 
alongside the image of the document� In this step, corrections can be made to the data if needed� 
Documents enter the solution via scan client, file upload, file directories, and web portals� The 
software includes workflows for approval, release, and completion of invoices� The assignment 
of workflow tasks is controlled by a central release table� This makes it possible to delegate 
workflows based on criteria such as amount, cost centers, order types, purchasing groups, sales 
orders, equipment, or vendors�

Founded 1994

Headquarters Ahrensburg, Germany

Other Locations Southborough, MA; The Netherlands; Denmark; Singapore

Number of Employees 200

Number of Customers 1,200

Awards/Recognitions SAP Certifications: Integration with SAP S/4HANA Cloud, Integration with 
SAP S/4HANA, Powered by SAP NetWeaver 
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To enable customers to offer their own supplier portal, xSuite provides a business partner portal 
with options for vendors to flip POs into invoices or upload their own invoices as a PDF file� Here 
suppliers can see the status of their invoices, update payment preferences, and get access to 
dynamic discounting�

The software comes with a process analyzer for monitoring business KPIs in a graphical display, 
and it is possible to monitor values such as average processing time, average number of included 
users, and share of PO/non-PO invoices� This can be drilled down to vendor, work step, and 
transaction type� Monthly, quarterly, or annual comparisons are possible as well as custom chosen 
timeframes�

Implementation and Pricing

Typically, a project includes the following steps: infrastructure workshop, installation and 
customization, testing support, training, go-live support, and documentation� Implementation time 
varies, standardized projects can be implemented in 15 days� The average project time is three 
months� Aside from individual project-based training xSuite offers admin and user training within 
the xSuite ACADEMY� Training is offered onsite, at xSuite offices, or remotely and as one-, two-, 
and four-day sessions�
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Yooz
Yooz provides a smart, powerful, and easy to use cloud-based Procure-to-Pay (P2P) automation 
solution� It delivers savings, speed, and security with affordable zero-risk subscriptions to more 
than 4,000 customers and 250,000 users worldwide�

Yooz’s solution leverages Artificial Intelligence and RPA technologies to deliver a high level 
of automation with simplicity, traceability, and end-to-end customizable features� It integrates 
seamlessly with more than 250 financial systems�

Solution Overview 

The Yooz platform integrates with over 250 ERP and other financial systems� The Yooz solution 
is offered as a mobile app on iOS and Android mobile devices for secure accessibility anytime 
and anywhere� For security measures, Yooz production platforms are scanned and monitored for 
malware detection, application and perimeter vulnerability risks, and SSL certificate validation, 
powered by Qualys® Secure�

Founded 2014

Headquarters North America: Dallas, Texas

Other Locations Aimargues, France; Surrey, UK

Number of Employees 130

Number of Customers 4,000+

Partners/Resellers Sage Intacct, CDK Global, Acom, Nvoicepay

Awards/Recognitions

FinTech Breakthrough Best Purchase-to-Pay Software award 2018, 
2019, 2020; CFO Tech Outlook Top 10 Accounting Solutions Providers 
2018, 2019, 2020, 2021; THINKstrategies Best of Saas (BoSS) Award; 
Industry Era 2018 Top 10 Cloud Solutions Provider; Spend Matters Top 
50 Providers to Watch 2018, 2019; FeaturedCustomers 2021 Rising 
Star Award: Accounts Payable Software; AI Global: Most Innovative AP 
Automation Software Company 2020 - USA
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Payables Management

The Yooz platform is built on intelligent document capture and OCR technology innovations from 
its ITESOFT (Paris: ITE) affiliate� Users can upload invoice files via all traditional methods, including 
scan, email, import, eInvoice, and via mobile device� Once the relevant data has been captured, it 
is transformed into structured electronic information in order to enter an approval workflow� The 
Yooz system leverages AI and machine learning to extract the data from documents, which means 
templates do not have to be created� Within seconds, documents are automatically recognized 
and separated into batches of documents for review� 

Yooz features a purchase module in which a purchase request can be created from an item 
catalog, approved, and transformed into a PO� Yooz can also integrate to external purchasing 
systems to receive PO data� 

The solution offers field-level matching based on business rules, as well as PO-flip on validated 
invoices (two-way or three-way match)� Users can scroll through the key invoice data fields while 
the system highlights the extracted data� Users are able to manually point, click, or lasso any 
missing data elements to update anything on the invoice field� 

Yooz offers an automated, customizable workflow for processing incoming invoices and can 
integrate with any ERP platform� Workflow features include approval notifications and delegation, 
secure 24/7 mobile approval capability, escalations, and reminder settings� 

Users can approve invoices directly from any browser window or from the mobile app� Once the 
invoice is approved, users can pay with virtual cards, checks, or ACH within the same platform 
in a secure environment� The solution then automatically turns invoices into accounting data 
compatible with ERPs/ financial systems� After payment, records are securely stored and archived 
in the cloud for easy accessibility, and they can be retrieved using search capabilities� 

Yooz is payment provider-agnostic, with several strategic payment partners directly integrated 
into the software platform� Clients can also select their own third-party payment provider to 
integrate with the Yooz solution� 

Yooz offers a rich reporting dashboard for executive and customer reporting� In an upcoming 
software release, Yooz will provide a reporting tool that allows organizations to optimize their 
process via a dashboard displaying individual, team, and departmental KPIs, as well as visibility 
into the overall AP process� The system also provides month-by-month graphs that can track AP 
volumes and other key performance and operational metrics�
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Implementation and Pricing

Yooz offers onsite and remote implementation and onboarding assistance� Implementation 
timelines can range from a few hours to three months, depending on the level of client-defined 
customization� Yooz strives to require little-to-no involvement from clients’ internal IT departments 
during implementation� 

Yooz provides dedicated one-on-one training onsite or via phone, depending on the customer’s 
preference� Customers can get support several ways, including phone and email or by attending 
one of the Yooz Insider client exclusive webinars� During these webinars, Yooz’s chief innovation 
officer/COO, Laurent Charpentier, answers live questions, demonstrates solutions to questions or 
problems, and offers tips and tricks for maximizing the Yooz platform� 

The Yooz pricing structure is subscription-based, with no annual commitment monthly charge, 
based on the number of invoices processed per month and level of customization�
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About Levvel
You’re going to use technology to change the world� We’re going to help you create it� Whether 
you are reinventing your company, creating an industry-changing product, or making existing 
products even better with new technologies—we exist to make your endeavor a success story�

Our experts help unleash your engineering team’s potential� You know that you need to transform 
your software development lifecycle, and you need to move quickly� We bring seasoned experts 
to work with you to not only get the processes and tooling right, but to win with the human 
element of this critical transformation�
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